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Abstract 

Catalytic nanoburning (CNB) of methanol vapor using platinum nanoparticles on a 

thermoelectric (TE) module is a simple method for converting chemical energy into 

electrical power. Despite the many advantages of integrated nanoburning and 

thermoelectric modules, continuous power generation using this method is a challenge. 

CNB is a two-step process whereby platinum particles ignite the methanol, raising the 

particle temperature. This is followed by the auto-combustion of methanol in the region 

near the heated particles. When the catalyst is directly integrated with a thermoelectric 

generator, the capillary condensation of byproduct water at the particle-particle and 

particle-support interfaces progressively reduces the catalyst surface area, and in turn, 

lowers their catalytic activity. We show that the heat transfer coefficient value of the 

medium between the Pt-loaded substrate and the TE generator plays a critical role in 

achieving the optimum catalyst surface temperature and generated voltage by the TE 

device. A systematic investigation of various heat transfer media shows that very high 

thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficient has a detrimental effect on power 

generation, as the catalyst surface temperature does not attain sufficiently high values 

owing to excessive conductive heat dissipation. This leads to elimination of thermal 

gradient, which is required when TE device is used to generate output voltage and 

power, and water condensation on the catalyst in case of very high conductive heat loss. 

Very low thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficient are also undesirable due to 

poor heat transfer to the thermoelectric element, resulting in the very low output 

voltages and powers. Controlling the heat transfer mechanisms to the TE device can 
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maintain a high uniform surface temperature to eliminate water condensation while 

sustaining a constant thermal gradient across the TE generator. Heat conduction 

simulations corroborate this observation and provide predictions of the heat transfer 

coefficient, thermal conductivity, and thickness of the heat transfer medium that can 

optimize the performance of the device. We demonstrate a device having a sustained 

output power of ~285 mW at 1.053 V using 225 sccm flow rate of air-methanol 

mixture. 

 

Keywords: Catalytic combustion, Methanol combustion, Pt nanoparticle catalyst, 

Thermoelectric generator, Portable power generation. 
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1. Introduction 

Providing clean, portable, and sustainable power for current electronic devices such as 

laptops and cellular phones, has been a challenge in recent years. The increasing power 

consumption of these devices requires better power delivery systems. Batteries, especially 

lithium ion batteries with power densities of 0.1-0.3 kWh/kg, are the most widely used for 

powering these devices. However, their relatively low power density when compared to 

that of light hydrocarbons such as methanol, which has a high power density of 5.6 

kWh/kg, means that methanol may be the battery fuel of the future [1-5]. The need to 

recharge or replace discharged batteries during prolonged usage and the undesirable 

environmental impacts of discarded batteries, due to their toxic chemicals and heavy 

metals, are also of concern [1,2,6]. These drawbacks demand the development of alternate 

portable power sources such as direct thermal-to-electrical energy conversion using 

thermoelectric (TE) power generators, which are compact, lightweight, quiet, and 

environmentally friendly and yet can utilize the high power density achievable with a fuel 

such as methanol. This begs the question as to whether sufficient power can be generated 

from methanol combustion integrated with a TE module? The work presented here 

provides some conclusive evidence of generating meaningful power from such an 

integrated system.  

The objective of this research is to generate a portable power by integration of the heat 

produced by catalytic combustion of methanol over Pt nanoparticles, referred here as 

catalytic nanoburning (CNB), and the thermoelectric power generator (TE). In this 
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concept, methanol vapor undergoes the spontaneous burning on the Pt nanoparticles (Pt 

NPs) in contact with thermoelectric material. The Pt NPs are catalysts for the burning 

process and turn red hot when exposed to high flow rates of methanol vapor (e.g. 1000 

ml/min). The operational temperature of the catalytic nanoburning close to the 

nanoparticles surface is estimated to be above 1000 K (adiabatic flame temperature of 

methanol is 2150 K [7]), and thus, no CO2 poisoning is expected.  

The main problem associated with this integrated power sources is not getting 

repeatable and reliable amount of heat by CNB. The reason for this unreliability is the heat 

sinking effect and condensation of water byproduct on the catalyst, which kills the catalytic 

activity of the nanoparticles. As the curvature radii at the particle-particle and particle-

substrate interfaces are expected to be very small, in range of tens of nanometers 

depending upon the catalyst particles size, they are the ideal sites for nucleation and 

condensation of water, which is produced as a byproduct of the combustion. 

The theory that is being proposed to overcome this problem is to limit the conductive 

heat transfer from the heat source, catalyst nanoparticles, to the TE generator.  The limited 

heat transfer results in an applied a thermal gradient, which keeps the catalyst surface hot 

enough to prevent the water condensation and sustain the catalytic reaction. Although the 

TE hot side temperature is theoretically expected to lower by limiting the conductive heat 

transfer, the total output power and efficiency of the integrated system will be higher due 

to its sustainability. 
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The maximum reported values of output power and efficiency to date are 450 mW and 

1.1%, respectively, at relatively high flow rate of 2000 sccm, while the reported 

temperature difference between the hot and cold side of TE was 100°C and the hot and 

cold side temperatures were not reported individually [1]. The objective of the present 

research is to generate more than 1 V open circuit voltage, 300 mW output power, and 2% 

total efficiency using a fairly low flow rate of 225 sccm, while the catalyst support 

temperature (Ts), which is the operating temperature of the device, is lower than 80°C and 

the cold side temperature on TE is at room temperature, ~25°C.  

Here we report on the integration of methanol CNB with a thermoelectric generator 

and investigate the interplay between various modes of heat loss and capillary 

condensation of byproduct water in order to maximize the output power from the TE 

module. Experimental results show that heat conduction into TE module dominates the 

heat loss mechanism because of its large thermal mass.  Sustained heat loss results in 

capillary condensation of by product water at the nanoparticle interfaces with a detrimental 

effect. Controlling the heat conduction by using spacer materials with intermediate thermal 

conductivity assures higher surface temperature for maintaining catalytic activity, which 

eliminates capillary condensation while maintaining sufficient thermal gradient between 

the TE hot side (TEh) and cold side (TEc) for optimal and sustained power generation.  
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2. Literature review 

2.1. Catalytic combustion of methanol over Pt nanoparticles 

The catalytic self-ignition of methanol vapor [1,5,8-17] and hydrogen gas [2-6,15,18-

23] over noble catalysts, such as platinum nanoparticles (Pt NPs), and the combustion of 

heavier hydrocarbons preheated or mixed with the previously mentioned gases, i.e. 

hydrogen assisted ignition of methane [23], propane [6,20,21], or butane [2,23], have 

already been reported. Complete combustion of methanol vapor with oxygen is a 

stoichiometric chemical reaction, shown in equation (1), which results in carbon dioxide 

and water vapor release [1,7,8,14,17,24,25]. Gas chromatography (GC) has confirmed 

water and carbon dioxide as major byproducts of methanol catalytic combustion, 

indicating near complete combustion on catalyst sites [1,8,14,17]. 

-676KJH                    
g)(2

2
)(2)(2

5.1
)(3

 OH
g

CO
g

O
g

OHCH [7]        (1) 

The catalytic combustion of methanol vapor using platinum nanoparticles is a two-step 

process. The first step involves a spontaneous catalytic exothermic reaction (ΔH < 0) on Pt 

nanoparticles as shown in equation (1). This exothermic reaction increases the local 

temperature around the nanoparticles, which causes further combustion on the surface in 

the second step [1,2,8,9,13-15]. Depending on the design of the reactor (heat loss rate), the 

ratio of fuel to oxygen (heat release rate), and fuel mixture flow rate, different temperatures 

in the range of 300-900°C has been reported for catalytic combustion of methanol on Pt 
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nanoparticles [1,5,8,10-15]. At these high temperatures, the combustion reactions are 

expected to be complete, achieving conversion efficiency above 95% (98-99% in majority 

of publications) for catalytic combustion of methanol [1,2,8,9,13-15] and hydrogen 

[4,6,15,20,22] using Pt nanoparticle catalysts.  

Therefore, methanol catalytic combustion is a potential source of continuous heat, 

which can generate clean electricity provided that it is properly integrated with 

thermoelectric generators. Heat produced by these reactions has been widely utilized for 

the endothermic methanol reforming processes, which requires temperature range of 250-

300°C to produce hydrogen gas for portable Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 

(PEMFC) [3-6,11,12,14,15,18,19,26-28]. However, there are very few researches carried 

out on integrated CNB-TE power generators using different fuels such as methanol [1], 

hydrogen [6,23,29-32], butane  [2,32], and propane [6]. The main challenge associated 

with integrating the CNB and TE generator is the large thermal mass of the TE device, 

which decreases the surface temperature of the catalyst [1,6,31]. Lower temperatures 

together with the small Kelvin radius of particle-particle and particle-support contacts 

results in condensation which is released as the combustion goes on [17]. Even when water 

vapor does not condense on the catalyst sites, the heat sink effect and reduced temperature 

results in poor chemical to electrical power conversion efficiencies [1,2,6,23,31,32]. 

Hu et al. [8] published one of the first reports on catalytic combustion of methanol over 

Pt nanoparticles in 2005, in which methanol-air mixture entered a reactor with Pt 

nanoparticles loaded on quartz wool. Pt nanoparticles (50-700 nm) were manually sprayed 
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over quartz wool fibers with 10 μm diameters, making a three-dimensional support with 

0.1-0.5% loading. The Pt nanoparticles-loaded quartz wool was then loosely packed inside 

a quartz tube reactor and 1000 sccm (standard cubic centimeter) flow rate was used. They 

measured temperature at the center of quartz wool, using K-type thermocouples, and 

reported temperature as high as 600°C, which could have been higher if they used other 

read-out setup and thermocouples with higher measurement limit.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Maximum reactor temperature variation flow mixture 

composition ratio during the catalytic combustion: γ region 

is a pure heterogeneous catalytic reaction and β region is a 

mixed heterogeneous and homogeneous (gas-phase) reaction 

regime [8], reprinted with permission. 
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It has been claimed that high temperatures in range of 600-900°C could be achieved 

only if enough fuel enters the reactor, resulting in methanol-oxygen molar ratio close to its 

stoichiometry ratio. If the molar ratio of methanol is much lower than its stoichiometry 

value, only heterogeneous reaction happens on catalyst sites [1,8]. Hu et al. [8] plotted the 

variation of maximum reactor temperature by methanol molar ratio in methanol-air 

mixture, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. They used a specific flow rate and recorded the 

maximum temperature after passing certain time, which are not clearly indicated in their 

paper. They mixed two flows saturated methanol-air, which came from bubbler, and dry 

air, which came directly from a cylinder. They named the ration of the first flow to the 

second one “flow mixture composition ratio” and reported lack of a homogenous reaction 

(gas-phase combustion) at the flow mixture composition ratio below 14%, which resulted 

in a very low heat output and reactor temperature (< 40°C). Increasing the methanol-air 

ratio to above 12.5% was reported to change the reaction regime from heterogeneous 

(dashed line γ) to mixed heterogeneous-homogeneous regime (dashed line β), which 

resulted in higher recorded temperatures. 

Later in 2008, Karim et al. [1] deposited Pt nanoparticle on Al2O3 support (two-

dimensional support) by impregnation method and studied the effect of methanol mole 

fraction and total flow rate on catalytic combustion of methanol, a part of which is 

presented in Fig. 2. Unlike Hu et al. [8], Karim et al. [1] analyzed the composition of the 

flow mixture of the saturated methanol-air and dry air, and they showed that heterogeneous 

catalytic combustion regime is sustained if low methanol-air mixture ratio (i.e. 3-4% of 

methanol) is employed regardless of total flow rate of mixture, which resulted in relatively 
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low attained temperature. Increasing the methanol mole fraction to 12.3%, which is 

equivalent to the O2/methanol ratio of 1.5 (stoichiometry ratio), resulted in mixed 

heterogeneous-homogeneous combustion reaction and high temperatures in range of 500-

650°C were recorded, depending on thermocouple position on support and total flow rate 

of methanol-air mixture, which is shown in Fig. 2. 

As shown in Fig. 2 and 3, the higher the flow rate the higher the recorded temperature 

will be. The dependence of surface temperature to flow rate can be explained in two ways; 

first, more fuel is entering the hot reactor per unit time at higher flow rates, resulting in 

more combusted fuel and releasing higher amounts of heat [6]. Secondly, the O2/fuel ratio 

is increased to its stoichiometry ratio at high flow rates if the bubbler is used to carry fuel 

and air to the reactor, and thus higher percentage of methanol molecules being combusted 

[13], which will be discussed later in this section. 

Although catalyst surface temperature as high as 500-650°C were recorded by Karim et 

al. [1] when 400-1000 sccm flow rates containing 10.1-12.3% methanol was used, shown 

in Fig 2, the temperature profile in inlet-outlet direction is not uniform and the support 

surface temperature depends on thermocouple position in inlet-outlet direction. It has been 

shown that the first few millimeters of catalyst support in close proximity to the gas inlet 

develop hotspots with most of the flowing fuel combusting over this area 

[1,3,8,12,14,15,20,22,26,33].  
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Fig. 2. (a) The schematic and (b) the real size image of the reactor that was 

used by Karim et al. [1]. (c) Effect of methanol-air flow rate and methanol 

mole fraction on steady state temperature profiles on the catalyst recorded at 

different distances from the inlet of the reactor. (d) Variation of surface 

temperature by time at different locations in inlet-outlet direction [1], 

reprinted with permission. 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Fig. 3. Effect of air flow rate through the methanol-air flow rate on 

the catalyst temperature and the temperature variation variation by 

time when 5-8 mg of Pt (2 wt.%)–CeO2 with Pt size between 5-10 nm 

were coated on a Si microreactor [11], reprinted with permission. 

 

In order to overcome this non-uniformity, Karim et al. [1] used a copper het spreader 

on the backside of the catalyst coated surface of the reactor. It resulted in the more uniform 

temperature profile in inlet-outlet direction while the maximum temperatures were 

decreased to 425-500°C for the same flow rates (400-1000 sccm) and methanol 

concentrations (8.2-11.6%), which is illustrated in Fig. 4a. Integration of the used reactor 

with thermoelectric generator, the cold side of which is attached to a heat sink at room 

temperature, did not necessarily result in the same catalyst temperature even if 2000 sccm 

was used and it resulted in ~100°C temperature difference between the TE hot and cold 

sides, which is shown in Fig. 4b. The output power is reaching ~600 mW, which lowers to 
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450 mW when it gets stable, resulting in 1.1% efficiency which is considered a record. 

Heat dissipation through the TE thickness and the heat sink that is attached to its cold side 

resulted in lower catalyst temperature, output power, and efficiency than expected.  

 

Fig. 4. (a) Effect of methanol-air flow rate and methanol mole fraction on steady 

state temperature profiles of the catalyst when the copper heat spreader is attached 

to the reactor. (b) Variation of the temperature difference between the TE hot and 

cold side and the output power by time [1], reprinted with permission. 

 

Two dimensional catalyst supports (e.g. catalyst nanoparticles coated on flat or micro-

channeled Si wafer) have been reported to provide lower pressure drop inside the reactor 

and a more uniform temperature profile on the support compared to the three dimensional 

ones (e.g. packed bed). This results in a higher conversion rate for 2-D supports because of 

(a) (b) 
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the elimination of hot spots at the inlet and the better heat transfer from these hot spots to 

other catalyst sites close to the outlet. Therefore, the 2-D supports provide more active 

catalyst sites, which catalytically combust the majority of un-reacted gasses [3,4,12].  
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2.2. Methanol vapor delivery 

One of the most convenient ways to carry methanol vapor to the reactor, which 

contains Pt nanoparticle catalysts on a support, is to pass air or oxygen through a bubbler 

of methanol. Using a bubbler at room temperature and low flow rates, it is assumed the air 

is saturated with methanol vapor close to its stoichiometry ratio, which moves to the 

reactor then [1,8,11,13]. The computed molar ratio of oxygen to methanol at room 

temperature (23-24°C) is approximately 1.19, corresponding to the equivalence ratio of 

1.26 [11,13]. The equivalence ratio is defined as equation (2): 

  
(

    

      
)
            

(
    

      
)
             

  (2) 

 

As presented by Ma et al. [13], the experimental oxygen to methanol molar ratio values 

of 1.15, which is 0.04 lower than the computed value, has been reported for air flow speeds 

of lower than 5 cm/s, equivalent to flow rate of 34 sccm through the bubbler [13]. 

Increasing the air flow rate is expected to slightly increase this O2/fuel ratio due to short 

time for air bubble to saturate with methanol vapor [1,8,11,13]. Ma et al. [13] showed how 

oxygen to methanol molar ratio increased to about 1.55 and equivalence ratio decreased to 

approximately 1 when air flow speed through the bubbler is increased to 21 cm/s, 

equivalent to flow rate of 143 sccm. Therefore, oxygen and methanol with near 
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stoichiometric ratio can be easily provided by bubbler. The use of a bubbler, moreover, 

provides a simple fuel delivery system with minimum number of attached parts, favored 

for portable power sources. 
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2.3. Thermoelectric device and its efficiency 

Thermoelectric materials are n-type or p-type semiconductors, which are capable of 

converting heat to electricity and vice-versa. For this purpose, heat must be applied to one 

end of the thermoelectric and provide the temperature gradient in hot-cold direction. Once 

the thermal gradient is imposed on a thermoelectric material (∆T=TH‒TC), the potential 

difference (V) is generated in order to keep the chemical potential of charge carriers 

uniform throughout the material. Thermoelectric materials are ranked by a Figure of merit, 

zT, which is defined as equation (3) and depends on electrical conductivity (σ), square of 

Seebeck coefficient (S), temperature (T), and reciprocal of thermal conductivity (κ) of the 

employed thermoelectric material. Seebeck coefficient is defined as the ratio of generated 

voltage (V) to applied temperature gradient (∆T) [34-38]. 

   
     

 
  (3) 

Higher electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient as well as lower thermal 

conductivity (to maintain thermal gradient along TE) are highly desired for increasing the 

zT value of the TE material. Many researchers are specifically working on thermoelectric 

materials to either develop new materials or improve the zT of current materials. The 

higher the zT value, the higher the efficiency of TE device (   ), which is calculated by 

equation (4) [32,38]: 

    
     

  
 

√    ̅    

√    ̅   (
  
  

)
  (4) 
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where   ,   , and  ̅ are the hot side, cold side, and average temperature (in Kelvin) on the 

TE, respectively. 

Thermoelectric power generators, referred as TE modules, are made of pairs of n- and 

p-type semiconductors, referred as TE legs, which are electrically connected in series and 

thermally connected in parallel. The schematic of a TE module is presented in Fig. 5. 

When a temperature gradient is established through the TE legs, the electrons and holes, 

which are charge carriers in n-type and p-type semiconductor legs, respectively, start to 

migrate from hot to cold side of these legs in order to balance the chemical potential of the 

charge carries in hot-cold direction. Tendency of charge carriers to diffuse to cold side 

results in a net charging at cold ends of all embedded legs, which is negative in case of n-

type legs and positive for p-type ones. Therefore, the electrostatic potential difference 

(voltage) is established through the legs. This is called Seebeck effect, which requires an 

equilibrium state between diffusion of charge carriers to the colder side of TE due to 

chemical potential and electrostatic repulsion due to accumulation of charges at cold end. 

The temperature difference provides the voltage of V = SΔT from the Seebeck effect (S is 

the Seebeck coefficient) while the heat flow drives the electrical current, which therefore 

determines the power output. In order to maintain the thermal gradient through the TE 

legs, the cold side must be in contact to a heat sink [34-38]. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of a thermoelectric module showing 

the direction of the heat transfer and charge flow [38], 

reprinted with permission. 

 

The plots of ZT variation by temperature for some n-type and p-type TE materials are 

presented in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively. The highest ZT values for most common TE 

materials are typically in the range of 0.8 to 1.1. The most widely used thermoelectric 

materials for low temperature applications (< 200°C) are Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 alloys, and the 

most common n-type and p-type compositions are near Bi2(Te0.8Se0.2)3 and (Sb0.8Bi0.2)2Te3, 

respectively. For high-temperature (> 650°C), silicon–germanium alloys are typically used 

for both n- and p-type legs [36-38]. 
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Fig. 6. Figure of merit (ZT) variation by temperature for some of the commercial 

thermoelectric materials used or being developed for power generation 

applications: a) n-type, and b) p-type. Most of these materials are complex alloys 

with dopants, and approximate compositions are shown here [38], reprinted with 

permission. 

 

The zT value of the most of the commercially available thermoelectric materials, either 

n or p-type, are between 0.8-1.1, which makes the thermoelectric devices work below 

~10% efficiency [36-38]. The variation of     with temperatures is represented in Table I, 

and the given zT values are based on average values for Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 thermoelectric 

compounds used in commercially available TE devices [38]. Based on the temperature 

examples in Table I, the thermoelectric efficiency is estimated at          when 

operation temperatures are          and        , and reducing the temperatures to 

         and         results in a drop in the efficiency to 6.4%. The thermoelectric 

efficiency is estimated at 3.0% if the temperatures are further reduced to         and 
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       . Therefore, the thermoelectric efficiency of the given TE depends on the 

operation temperatures and we have no control over it unless by maximizing the thermal 

gradient across its thickness. The maximum operating temperature of the used TE device is 

        , which may result in           if the cold side is kept at room 

temperature          . 

 

Table I. Examples of the variation of     with operation 

temperatures (the given zT values are estimated based on 

average values for Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 compounds) 

TH (°C) TC (°C)   ̅     

300 50 0.8 9.9 

250 45 0.85 9.2 

200 40 0.85 7.8 

150 35 0.9 6.4 

100 30 0.9 4.4 

85 25 0.9 3.9 

70 25 0.9 3.0 
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3. Experimental and simulation methods 

A CNB power generator was fabricated using a commercially available square (30×30 

mm) TE module with the top and bottom surfaces covered by graphite foil , which has a 

thermal conductivity of 1.75 W/(m.K) across its 3.75 mm thickness (1261G-7L31-04CL, 

Custom Thermoelectric Inc., USA). The TE module was placed in a disk-shaped CNB 

reactor which has a 7 cm inner diameter and 4 cm height as illustrated in Fig. 7a. A quartz 

glass lid provided visibility inside the reactor and the base of the reactor, an aluminum 

alloy (Al 6061-T6 temper with room temperature thermal conductivity of 167 W/(m.K) 

[39]), acted as a heat sink in contact with the TEc, while a layer of silicone heat transfer 

compound (thermal conductivity of 0.66 W/(m.K), MG Chemicals) was applied between 

the two. The reactor was then placed on an optical bench which acted as a large heat sink. 

Two 5 mm inner diameter holes on the glass lid served as an inlet and outlet for the gases. 

An additional 5 mm diameter hole was used to insert three E-type thermocouples to 

measure local temperatures. A data acquisition unit (Agilent 34970A) was employed to 

record the voltage generated by the TE and the surface temperature of the catalyst support. 

At least 7 runs were done for each testing condition. 

The methanol-air mixture, which is assumed to have close to the stoichiometric ratio of 

methanol to oxygen [1,8,11,13,16], was produced by flowing compressed dry air through 

methanol in a bubbler. Three air flow rates (112, 165, and 225 sccm) were used. 

Commercially available platinum nanoparticles (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) with size smaller 

than 50 nm, confirmed by TEM according to the supplier, were used as catalysts, which 
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had the specific surface area of 98 m
2
/g (Brunauer–Emmett–Teller, BET number). 10 mg 

of the Pt nanoparticles were ultrasonically dispersed in 1.5 mL of acetone then drop casted 

on top of the 30 ×30 mm area substrate using a pipette and air-dried prior to use. The 

schematic of the Pt NPs on the TE is represented in Fig. 1b. The entire setup is 

schematically shown in Fig. 7c.  

 

Fig. 7. Schematics of (a) the reactor and (b) Pt NPs on the TEh. (c) Schematic 

of the experimental setup: (1) compressed dry air cylinder, (2) flow meter, (3) 

bubbler with methanol inside, and (4) reactor with TE  module inside. 

(c) 
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Three different samples were used in our experiments to study the effect of heat 

transfer coefficient to TE device: a) Pt nanoparticles deposited directly on the TEh (Pt-

coated TEh); b) Pt nanoparticles deposited on a 525 micron-thick (100) silicon substrate, 

which is then placed on the TEh (Pt-coated Si on TEh); and c) Pt-coated Si on a glass-slide 

spacer on the TEh. Borosilicate glass-slide spacers of thickness 0.14 to 4 mm were tested 

experimentally. The SEM image of the Pt NPs deposited on the Si substrate is presented in 

Fig. 8. The image shows that they tend to aggregate on the surface. 

 

 

Fig. 8. SEM image of the Pt NPs deposited on the Si substrate. 

 

In order to take the thermal images of the Pt-coated substrate during the experiment, 

another lid with a 4 cm diameter open window was fabricated. The open window was then 

covered and sealed by a 5 cm diameter ZnSe window, which is IR transparent. The T640 

IR camera (FLIR, USA) with 25° lens was used for thermal imaging. 
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In order to rationalize the above results, numerical simulations were conducted to 

evaluate the heat conduction through the composite system (from Pt NPs to aluminum heat 

sink), using commercially available software, COMSOL Multiphysics. The geometry and 

size of the of the reactor, TE, inlet and outlet are exactly same as the used ones in 

experiments. The COMSOL results were obtained by assuming the thermal conductivity of 

the entire slab of the TE module along with very thin layers of air between each two 

contact layers on hot and cold side estimated at 1.5 W/m.K. A triangular mesh 

configuration was used to discretize the geometry in order to solve the heat conduction 

equation, using 200,000 elements and 40,000 nodal points. The constant input power 

boundary condition was applied to the Pt coated suface, the value of which is calculated 

based on the flow rate and assumption of 100% combustion efficiency on the surface. The 

insulation boundary condition was used for all outer boundaries except on the lower 

surface of the thermoelectric module where the cold side temperature (Tc) was applied as 

the boundary condition.   
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Experiment results 

When Pt nanoparticles were deposited in direct contact with the TEh, the measured 

surface temperature rise was less than 0.5°C while the output voltage was 5 mV for a flow 

rate of 112 sccm. Higher flow rates of 165 and 225 sccm did not result in higher surface 

temperatures and output voltages, as plotted in Fig. 9a. These results contradict the 

catalytic combustion results obtained with Pt-coated Si substrate (without a TE module) 

where the results showed 110°C surface temperatures in the first few minutes for a flow 

rate of 112 sccm (data not shown). As illustrated in Fig. 9b, when a 0.5 mm-thick Si 

support was inserted between the Pt NPs and the TEh, a peak surface temperature of 

26.2°C and an output voltage of 135 mV were observed within 30-35 seconds from the 

start of the experiment using the same flow rate. The readings dropped to 22.8°C and 49 

mV within 7 minutes. Qualitatively, the surface temperature and output voltage peak 

coincided with the appearance of a wet region of approximately 5×5 mm
2
 in area, which 

formed at the center of the Pt-coated Si substrate and began to spread until the entire area 

was covered in less than a minute, represented in Fig. 9c.  Similarly, the peak surface 

temperatures of 27.1 and 27.9°C were recorded for flow rates of 165 and 225 sccm, 

respectively, resulting in peak output voltages of 150 and 174 mV, respectively, before 

decreasing to zero due to catalyst wetting. These results are in agreement with a recent 

report on water vapor condensation during the nanoburning of methanol reported by Leu et 

al. [17]. 
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Fig. 9. The variations of the average surface temperature (Ts) on the Si 

support and the generated TE voltage over time when the catalyst flow rate: 

(a) Pt-coated TEh and (b) Pt-coated Si on TEh at 112 sccm. The real image 

of the wet Pt-coated Si sample due to condensation of water byproduct. It 

was in direct contact with TEh when exposed to methanol-air flow. 

(c) 
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When particles are thermally isolated by depositing on quartz wool, as schematically 

shown in Fig. 10a, CNB is initiated and maintained a high temperature (300-900°C 

[1,5,8,10-16]) as a result of continuous auto-combustion. However, when there is high heat 

transfer from nanoparticles to the TE generator, the temperature of the nanoparticles do not 

reach the threshold temperature needed for the heterogeneous combustion and CNB is 

inhibited [8] since the catalysts are directly attached to a large heat sink. In the case of Pt-

coated Si on TEh (Fig. 9b), the effective heat transfer coefficient (Ueff) of the entire system 

is reduced when the Si layer is added between the Pt nanoparticles and the TEh. 

Heterogeneous catalytic combustion initiated within the first 30 seconds, which was 

evident from the increased surface temperature and output voltage. However, the Ueff is 

still high enough to cause sufficient heat loss so that enough water vapor condenses on the 

catalyst to cease the reaction (Fig. 10b). The water vapor, a byproduct of methanol 

catalytic combustion [1,8,14,17], accumulates on the support as the catalytic combustion 

proceeds just before the catalyst wetting. Simultaneously, heat is pumped away from the 

hot side to the cold side of the TE legs, and charge carriers migrate and accumulate at the 

cold end, which results in a potential difference [34-38]. Thus, heat is dissipated at the 

same time that the voltage is generated, the Si substrate gets continuously cooled, and 

water vapor condenses on the relatively cold surface. The expansion of this wet area over 

the entire surface resulted in a continuous cooling of the support surface and a reduction of 

active catalyst surface area, leading to a continuous drop in the average surface 

temperature and generated voltage.  
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Although effective power generation by inserting a copper heat spreader between a Pt-

coated microreactor and a TE module has been reported previously [1,6,20], the data 

presented in Fig. 9b indicates that effective power generation in these devices may not 

scale linearly with the thermal conductivity of the spacer. Our results suggest that there 

should be an optimum value for Ueff of the integrated layers in order to maintain high 

temperatures on the support, prevent the heat sink effect, promote combustion, and prevent 

water condensation, while providing optimal heat transfer to the TEh, as shown in Fig. 10c. 

In the case of the sample with a 1 mm-thick glass-slide spacer (thermal conductivity = 1.05 

W/(m.K) [40-42] at room temperature), the effective heat transfer coefficient was reduced 

enough to result in a constant surface temperature of ~49°C, which is high enough to 

inhibit water condensation, and produce an output voltage of ~537 mV using 112 sccm 

flow rate, as illustrated in Fig. 11a. The thermal image of the surface of this sample is 

represented in Fig. 11b. Both the surface temperature and generated voltage reached a 

steady state within 3-4 minutes and remain unchanged at constant flow rates even after an 

extended operation of over 60 minutes. The Si support with high thermal conductivity, 156 

W/(m.K) [43] at room temperature, served as a two-dimensional heat spreader while 

supporting the catalyst nanoparticles.  
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Fig. 10. Schematics of the catalytic combustion behavior of (a) thermally 

isolated Pt nanoparticles, (b) Pt-coated Si on TEh, (c) and Pt-coated Si on 

glass-slide spacer on TEh. 
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Fig. 11. (a) The variations of the surface temperature (Ts) on Si support and 

generated voltage by TE over time when glass-slide spacer was interposed between 

Pt-coated Si and TEh using 112 sccm flow rate. (b) Thermal image of the Pt-coated 

Si surface (top view) when 1 mm-thick glass-slide spacer was interposed between the 

Si support and TEh and 112 sccm flow rate was used. The white arrows show the 

inlet-outlet direction and the scale bar shows the range of measured temperature from 

22.7 to 50°C. 

 

(b) 
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Although the average support surface temperature was 50-67°C for all tested flow rates 

when a 1 mm-thick glass spacer was used, there was no evidence of water condensation. 

The maximum constant output voltage was 1053±45 mV for 225 sccm flow rate. 

Assuming the TEc temperature is ~23°C, an output power of ~285 mW was estimated 

based on the TE resistance of ~4 Ohms, derived from conversion plots provided by the TE 

manufacturer. Fig. 12 shows the variation of TE resistance by the average surface 

temperature of the TE sides, which is taken from the specification information of the TE 

device, provided by the manufacturer for the used TE device, model 1261G-7L31-04CL, 

Custom Thermoelectric Inc., USA). Having the recorded output voltage (V) for the given 

flow rate and estimated TE resistance (RTE) based on Fig. 12, the output power (POutput) can 

be estimated using POutput=V
2
/RTE equation. 

 

Fig. 12. Variation of the TE resistance by the average surface 

temperature of the TE sides, provided by the TE manufacturer for 

TE model 1261G-7L31-04CL, Custom Thermoelectric Inc., USA. 
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The maximum estimated power conversion efficiency in this research is 2% based on 

the theoretical combustion power derived from methanol usage at 225 sccm and its low 

heating value (LHV=639 KJ/mol) [1,31,32]. This efficiency is higher than the 1.1% 

reported by Karim et al. [1] using a high flow rate of 2000 sccm and a copper spacer. 

The explanation can be justified using a heat transfer model, where we assume the 

radiative heat transfer (QRad.) is negligible since the catalyst surface temperature is 

relatively low. Convective heat transfer (QConv.) is also neglected since the advection flux is 

small for all the experiments. Therefore, it can be assumed that conductive heat transfer 

(QCond.) is the dominant heat transfer mechanism from the catalytic combustion to the 

graphite foil on the TEc, which is modeled as (per unit area): 

)()(. hphpcpeff

i

i

icond TTUTTU
dd

dT
kQ      (5) 

where ki and di represent the thermal conductivity and thickness of the indexed layers, 

respectively, and 
   

   
 is the thermal gradient across its thickness. Tp, Th, and Tc are the 

temperature of the Pt NPs, the hot side, and the cold side of TE device, respectively. Ueff is 

the effective heat transfer coefficient between the Pt NPs and the TEc, and Up-h is the heat 

transfer coefficient between the Pt NPs and the TEh, which are calculated as follows [44]:  
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 are constant, the only variable here  is  

       

       
 . The values of Ueff and Up-h for 

all tested samples, with dSpacer ranging from 0.14 to 4 mm, are calculated from equations 

(6) and (7), and presented in Table II. Both Ueff and Up-h decrease by adding Si and glass-

slide layers, but the reduction is more pronounced for Up-h. The Pt-coated TEh, which do 

not have the Si support and spacer, showed almost no catalytic activity. It was found that 

Pt-coated Si on TEh, which resulted in the initiation of the catalytic reaction just before 

catalyst wetting, has an Up-h approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of Pt-

coated TEh.  However, the heat transfer coefficient of Pt-coated Si on TEh (Up-h = 3.11 × 

10
5
 W/m

2
.K) was still high enough to induce water formation and quench the CNB 

reaction. Insertion of a 0.14 to 4 mm-thick glass-slide spacer between the Pt-coated Si and 

the TEh lowered the Up-h by 2 orders of magnitude, respectively, thereby increasing Tp and 

the support surface temperature, eliminating water condensation and sustaining the 

catalytic reaction.  
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Table II. Calculated values of effective heat transfer 

coefficient between the Pt NPs and the TEc (Ueff) and 

between the Pt NPs and the TEh (Up-h) 

Sample 
dSpacer 

(mm) 

Ueff 

(W/m
2
.K) 

U p-h 

(W/m
2
.K) 

Pt-coated TEh - 466.67 1.42 × 10
8 

Pt-coated Si on TEh - 465.97 3.11 × 10
5
 

Pt-coated Si on glass 

slide spacer on TEh 

 

0.14 438.71 7.32 × 10
3
 

0.22 424.52 4.70 × 10
3
 

0.44 389.85 2.37 × 10
3
 

1 322.74 1.05× 10
3
 

2 246.86 0.52× 10
3
 

3 199.87 0.35× 10
3
 

4 167.91 0.26× 10
3
 

 

Fig. 13 represents the effects of spacer thickness and air flow rates through a methanol 

bubbler on the average support surface temperature (Fig. 13a) and generated voltage (Fig. 

13b). The highest output voltage and power were resulted from the 1 mm-thick glass-slide 

spacer. Increasing the thickness of the spacer from 1 to 4 mm decreases the Up-h value by a 

factor of ~4 (Table I), which lowers heat transfer rate to the TEh. Experimental results, 

which are represented in Fig. 13, show the higher support surface temperature but a lower 

Th on the hot side of the TE when spacer thickness increases from 1 to 4 mm. Lowering the 

spacer thickness from 1 to 0.14 mm resulted in ~7 times increase in Up-h value and more 

efficient heat dissipation through the TE composite slab thickness to TE to heat sink. 

Therefore, both of the support surface temperature and Th were decreased, which is evident 

from Fig 13a and b, respectively. In case of no glass slide spacer, the heat dissipation was 
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high enough to keep the catalyst support temperature cold enough to induce water vapor 

condensation as discussed before (Fig. 9). 

The relationship between the average TE output voltage and support surface 

temperature is shown in Fig. 13c at different flow rates. The lower surface temperatures are 

achieved by using lower spacer thicknesses for the tested flow rates, while higher flow 

rates at given spacer thickness increases both the voltage and the surface temperature. 

These plots confirm the possibility of getting a higher output voltage and power using an 

optimum thickness of the glass-slide spacer in the range of 0.44 to 1 mm, while still 

preventing water vapor condensation. These results suggest the optimum heat transfer 

coefficient, Up-h, of 1.05– 2.37 × 10
3
 (W/m

2
.K) for the proposed integrated power source, 

which leads to the highest possible output voltage, power, and efficiency. 
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Fig. 13. (a) Variations of the average surface temperature on the support 

and (b) generated voltage by TE with flow rate and glass-slide spacer 

thickness. (c) Variations of average generated voltage with average surface 

temperature on the Si support resulted from different glass-slide spacer 

thicknesses (in mm), noted above each data point, for different flow rates. 
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Not surprisingly, the support surface temperature increases as the spacer thickness 

increases from 1 to 4 mm for any flow rate. Conversely, the average generated voltage 

decreases as the spacer thickness increases, which is consistent with a lower Th as a result 

of reduced Up-h. For example, for a flow rate of 225 sccm, the average surface temperature 

increased from 67±6 to 112±3°C and the average generated voltage decreased from 

1053±45 to 910±28 mV as the spacer thickness was increased from 1 to 4 mm. Fig. 13 

indicates that increasing the methanol-air flow rate at any given spacer thickness increases 

the support surface temperature (Fig. 13a) and the hot side temperature (Fig. 13b), the 

latter being inferred from the increased output voltage. Higher catalyst surface 

temperatures with higher reactant flow rates has been previously reported, which is the 

result of the higher combustion rate [1,3,4,6,8,10-14,16,18,20,23,31,32]. With more fuel 

entering the hot reactor per unit time, there is more combustion, and therefore, more heat 

released per unit of time, which is defined as the input power [6,16,23,31,32]. In addition, 

monitoring the methanol usage revealed that the O2/methanol ratio increases from 1.28 to 

1.43 to 1.54 as the flow rate was increased from 112 to 165 to 225 sccm, respectively, 

which confirms the possibility of more efficient combustion at higher flow rates as a result 

of an increase in the O2/fuel ratio to stoichiometric mixture [13,16].  
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4.2. COMSOL model results 

A computer-based model was used to check the trustworthiness of the experimental 

results and predict the behavior of the system at wider range of heat transfer coefficients of 

the spacer material. COMSOL Multiphysics software was used and the conjugate heat 

transfer module was applied, which involves all modes of heat transfer, to optimize the 

thermal conductivity and the thickness of the spacer intervening the Pt catalyst support and 

the hot side of the TE device. The local temperature values on Si support (Ts) and TE hot 

side (Th) are calculated by solving the heat transfer equations in COMSOL, assuming the 

steady heat conduction rate per unit area, QCond., across the thickness of the composite 

layers of Si support, spacer, and TE.  The QCond. is calculated based on the flow rate and 

low heating value of the fuel. The simulated values of Ts and Th are resulted, which are the 

average temperature values over the Pt-coated substrate and the hot side of TE module, 

respectively.  

Fig. 14a represents the simulated vortex flow inside the reactor when the flow rate of 

165 sccm was used. The estimated residence time is 43-86 seconds for the flow rates of 

112 to 225 sccm, which is long enough to suggest the probability of complete combustion 

and constant heat release. Heat release, which defines the input power, can be assumed 

constant, provided that the heat transfer coefficient is not high enough to quench the 

reaction and lower the combustion efficiency. Figs. 14b, c, and d show the temperature 

profile inside the rector and across the thickness of the composite slab for different 

thicknesses of the glass slide spacer. 
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Fig. 14. COMSOL simulation images of the modeled CNB reactor at 165 sccm 

flow rate, corresponding to 11 W input power: (a) streamlines showing the vortex 

flow inside the reactor, (b), (c), (d) the thermal image of the composite slab inside 

the reactor for the glass-slide spacer thickness of 0.44, 1 and 4 mm, respectively. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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In order to achieve the objective of simulation, a wide range of heat transfer 

coefficients and thicknesses of the spacer material were evaluated. The simulation results 

reveal that decreasing the dSpacer, which is inversely increasing the USpacer, result in surface 

temperature (Ts) reduction dramatically, whereas the temperature of the TE hot side (Th) 

increases slightly. The value of Th actually determines the value of generated voltage by 

TE. The higher the Th is, the higher voltage generation by the TE module will be. Fig. 15a 

represents the simulated variation of Ts and Th as a function of dSpacer and Fig. 15b plots 

those Ts variations with respect to Th, while the input power of 11 W was applied, 

corresponding to the flow rate of 165 sccm. 

Inspection of Fig. 15 reveals that decreasing the thickness of the spacer results in 

decreasing the Pt-coated surface temperature (Ts), and at the same time, increasing the hot 

side temperature (Th), which means possibility of getting higher voltage by TE. These plots 

confirm the experimental results for the range of 1-4 mm-thick glass-slide spacer, which 

was presented in section 4.1. Decreasing the Ts and increasing Th by means of the increase 

of the heat transfer coefficient value of the spacer material (Uglass) is confirmed by the 

modeled values presented in Fig. 15. The modeled values of Ts and Th for the range of 1-4 

mm-thick glass-slide spacer, presented in Fig. 15, are very close to those acquired 

experimentally, which are presented in Fig 13. However, this model is not working 

thoroughly if lower than 1 mm glass-slide spacer is modeled.  
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Fig. 15. Plots resulted from COMSOL model: (a) variation of the temperature 

on the catalyst support (Ts) and TE hot side (Th) by heat transfer coefficient of 

the spacer (Uglass), and (b) variation of TE hot side temperature (Th) and output 

voltage by catalyst support temperature (Ts). The numbers above each data 

point shows the thickness of the spacer. 
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To justify why the COMSOL model is working very good for the spacer thicknesses of 

above 1 mm and not predicting the right results for the thicknesses of below 1, one should 

keep it in mind that the constant power heat source is used for this modeling, while in 

reality, the heat source is not releasing the constant input power when thicknesses of the 

spacer is falling below 1 mm. The CNB reaction is the heat source, which is quenched 

when the thickness of the glass-slide spacer is below 1 mm as discussed in section 4.1 and 

represented in Fig. 13. To overcome this problem, a more developed model is suggested to 

be used, which can predict the heat release rate of the catalytic reaction based on flow rate 

of reactants and adsorption/desorption rate of the water vapor byproduct based on the 

catalyst surface temperature.  
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5. Conclusions 

In summary, the present study shows the importance of the effective heat transfer 

coefficient of the sandwiched layers in an integrated CNB and TE generator in order to 

prevent the heat sink effect and water condensation and to sustain the catalytic reaction. 

The use of a 0.44-1 mm-thick glass-slide spacer between the 0.5 mm-thick catalyst support 

and TE, which offers the heat transfer coefficient, Up-h, of 1.05– 2.37 × 10
3
 (W/m

2
.K)  

between the catalyst nanoparticles and TEh, led to the best results. It resulted in the 

maximum average output voltage of 1053 mV at 225 sccm flow rate and maximum output 

power of ~285 mW when the thickness of the glass-slide spacer was 1 mm. The estimated 

maximum power conversion efficiency is 2%. Thermal management by adjusting the 

       

       
  value to satisfy the Up-h is a critical step in the successful fabrication of integrated, 

handheld, and portable power devices. However, further optimization studies are required, 

coupled with simulations, to pin-point the exact thermal properties of the integrated 

system.  

COMSOL Multiphysics software is used to model the experimented system and the 

properties and dimensions of the model are same as the tested values. The constant input 

power corresponding to the applied flow rate is used in a conjugate heat transfer module. 

This model predicts the temperatures of the catalyst surface (Ts) TE hot side (Th) very 

close to the experimental values if 1 mm or thicker glass-slide spacer is modeled. 

However, the model is not reliable for the spacer thicknesses of below 1 mm, since the 

CNB is getting quenched and the power input is not constant anymore. The experimental 
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data has shown that the power input dropping when the thickness of the glass slide spacer 

is below 1 mm. A more sophisticated model which can predict the combustion efficiency 

based on the flow rate and adsorption/desorption rate of the water vapor base on the 

catalyst temperature should be developed in order to model the setup thoroughly at all 

spacer thicknesses and heat transfer coefficients. 
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